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Consider a communicat ion  channel with stochastic input  message X and 
independent  additive zero-mean Ganssian noise N. Let I(X, AX  + N) denote 
the average mutua l  information of X and AX + N. Almost  all paths of the 
process X are assumed to belong to a real separable Banaeh space B, almost 
all paths of N are assumed to belong to a real separable Hi lbert space H, and A 
is a measurable funct ion from B into H. AX is the signal process, and can be 
assumed to have zero mean. R N is the covariance operator of -IV, {An, n /> 1} 
its set of strictly positive eigenvalues with associated orthonormal  eigenvectors 
{en, n ~> 1}. For X Gaussian and A linear, I(X, A.X ~ N) < oo if and only if 
almost all paths of AX belong to range 1/~ (R N ). I f  range (R~ ~) is infinite- 
dimensional  and contains almost all paths of AX, and one requires that 
E[SZ, A~I(AX, e~) 2] < P0 (a generalized average energy constraint), then the 
capacity is shown to be Po/2. The  capacity cannot be attained by any AX. I f  X is 
subject to an average energy constraint, E [[ X]I ~ < S, then the capacity is 
finite if and only if A is constrained so that I] R~¢ 1/2A ]]2 < K. Under  these 
constraints, the capacity is SKI2, and cannot be attained. I f  one also constrains 
the dimension of the signal space to be no greater than M, M < 0% then the 
channel capacity is (M/2) log(1 + Po/M), where P0 is the constraint on gen- 
eralized average energy. Th is  supremum can be attained by a Gaussian X and 
a cont inuous linear A. 
INTRODUCTIOI'q 
The two principal results of this paper concern the capacity of a Gaussian 
channel without feedback. The message, X, is assumed to be a sample function 
from a stochastic process; the message is transformed by an operation, A, 
possibly nonlinear, to give the signal, AX;  and the channel adds a sample function 
from an independent additive Gaussian oise process, N. The received waveform 
is then a sample function from the stochastic process Y = AX -k N. The noise 
process, N, is assumed to be fixed; the problem is then to determine, under an 
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appropriate constraint, he supremum of the average mutual information between 
the message X and the received signal-plus-noise, Y = _/tX q- N. 
In the following sections, precise mathematical statements of the channeI 
capacity problem will be given, followed by statements and proofs of the principal 
results. In this section, we relate the results given here to two classical results of 
information theory, stated in their usual engineering formulation. 
Shannanon's fundamental paper (1948) considered the channel capacity 
problem when A is the identity operator, the noise N is white Gaussian oise of 
spectral density No/2 , and the signal is time limited to a duration of T seconds, 
band limited to a width of W hertz, and with an average power not to exceed P0' 
(i.e., E fr X2(t ) dt <~ TPo' ). Shannon then found the channel capacity (per unit 
time) to be equal to C = Wlog(1 + Po'/WNo) (we shall use log = log e 
throughout). 
There are two physical (and mathematical) difficulties in the problem as 
formulated above. First, no signal can be simultaneously limited in time and 
frequency. Second, white noise does not exist in physical systems; moreover, 
there are many situations of great practical importance where the noise cannot 
be considered to be even approximated by white noise. 
Shannen's assumption of simultaneously time-limited and frequency-limited 
signals was actually employed in order to represent the signal as a point in a space 
of 2WT dimensions. This viewpoint was used by Gallager (1968), who obtained 
Shannon's expression for channel capacity by representing a time-continuous 
channel with a signal space of 2WT dimensions by 2WT parallel discrete-time 
channels. 
One of the results of the present paper is an expression for channel capacity 
when the signal is constrained to belong to an M-dimensional space, and the 
noise is allowed to be any Gaussian process having sample paths with finite 
energy. The constraint on the signal is no longer a simple average power 
constraint; it must be given in terms of the covariance function of the noise. 
The approach used to solve the channel capacity problem in this framework is 
necessarily completely different from the approaches used by Shannon and by 
Gallager. However, the final result (see Theorem 1) is of the same form; that is, 
the channel capacity is equal to (214/2) log(l + Po/M), where P0 is a constraint 
on the maximum "average normalized energy" of the signal. 
The second classical result of interest is the channel capacity without a 
constraint on the bandwidth of the signal (in Shannon's formulation) or on 
dimensionality (in Gallager's formulation), but with the noise still white 
Gaussian. Shannon's approach yields, in his framework, a channel capacity of at 
least Po'/No if one allows the bandwidth of the signals to become infinite. 
Gallager's approach gives Po'/No for the capacity as one permits the dimension 
of the signal space to become infinite. In the present paper, it is shown (Theorem 
2) that the capacity for the general Gaussian channel, with no constraint on the 
maximum dimension of the space of signals, and with the space of noise sample 
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functions infinite-dimensional, is equal to P0/2, where again P0 is the constraint 
on the maximum "average normalized energy." This result has been previously 
obtained for the special case where the noise N is the Wiener process by 
Kadota et al. (1971). Their methods, much different from those of the present 
paper, were heavily based on the martingale property of the Wiener process. 
Other results on channel capacity, using an approach based on coding theorems, 
are contained in the book by Ash (1965). Both Ash (1965) and Gallager (1968) 
give treatments of the channel capacity problem when the noise is stationary, 
with a spectral density function, directed toward the case of an infinite time 
interval, as does Fano (1961). 
Thus, the major thrust of the present paper is to extend the two results of 
Shannon and Gallager mentioned above to the case of nonwhite Gaussian noise, 
and with nonlinear operations permitted. However, several other results are also 
obtained. For example, from the results given here, one can obtain a relation 
between occurrence of non-singular signal detection (testing N vs AX + N) and 
finite average mutual information, when the signal is not necessarily Gaussian, 
extending a result previously given when the signal AX is Gaussian (Baker, 
1973b). It is shown that if N is fixed and the covariance function of AX is fixed, 
then the maximum value for the average mutual information of X and AX + N 
is obtained when AX is Gaussian. This is an extension of a result well known 
under more restrictive conditions. Two expressions for the mutual information 
are obtained which greatly facilitate its computation. A sequence of signal 
processes X n and functions _d ~ is given such that the average mutual information 
of X ~ and AnX ~ - /N  converges to the channel capacity. However, it is shown 
that for the infinite-dimensional c se, channel capacity cannot be attained. 
If  it is assumed that the noise covariance operator RN is strictly positive, then 
the generalized average nergy constraint on AX is EII R~¢ 1/2AX [12 ~< P0" In 
practice, one may wish to constrain the energy of X. Thus, if one requires that 
EIt x IT ~ <~ s, then it is shown that the capacity is finite if and only if A is 
constrained to satisfy II iN  1/2A II 2 <~ K for some fixed K < oe. With these 
constraints, the capacity is SKI2, and cannot be attained. 
As developed here, our results apply to problems where the sample paths of 
the message process belong to a real separable Hilbert space H 1 , and the paths 
of the noise process belong to a real separable Hilbert space Hz. This is virtually 
always the case in applications. However, our results also apply when H 1 and//2 
are Banach spaces, not necessarily Hilbert, and we indicate how this extension is 
made. 
Hitsuda and Ihara (1975) have recently obtained some new results on mutual 
information for a restricted class of Gaussian channels with feedback. Their 
result for channel capacity can be shown to be the same as that obtained here for 
the general Gaussian channel without feedback. Thus, a corollary of the results 
given here is that feedback does not increase capacity of those channels for 
which the Hitsuda-Ihara results are applicable. 
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Shannon's fundamental papers appeared in 1948. Subsequently, there has 
been considerable interest among mathematicians in extending Shannon's 
basic results to stochastic processes in a completely rigorous mathematical 
framework. Papers by Kolmogorov (1956), Gel'land and Yaglom (1957), 
Dobrushin (1959), Fortet (1961), and Bethoux (1962) and books by Pinsker 
(1960) and Ash (1965) reflect this interest. The approach used in much of this 
prior work, when determining mutual information, is based on the mutual 
information for families of linear functionals. Our approach is different; it uses 
explicitly the measures induced on the space of sample functions by the various 
processes. As such, it relies heavily on results on absolute continuity of probability 
measures. This method seems to have some advantages with regard to generality 
and compactness. 
Restricted versions of Theorems 1 and 2 (with d linear) were stated without 
proof by Baker (1976). 
MUTUAL ~NFORMATION AND ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY 
In this section, we first give a brief review of some fundamental definitions and 
results. Some basic results on mutual information and absolute continuity will 
be given in the context of our mathematical structure. At the end of the section, 
the rationale for using this mathematical structure will be discussed. 
Suppose one has two measurable spaces (g2,/3) and (A, Y).  Let (~2 × A, 
fi × ~)  be the product space, with fi × .~" generated by the measurable 
restangles A × B, A ~/3, B ~ ~'.  Suppose that IZxr is a probability measure on the 
product space. In typical applications, /Zxy is induced by a pair of stochastic 
processes (X,), s e S, and (Yt), t e T. 
The average mutual information I(tzxr) of the measure/*xi" is now defined as 
follows. First, for n a fixed positive integer, let the sets A 1 ,..., d,~ be any 
n 
measurable partition of ~ × A; d i n d j  = 2~ if i :/=j, {01 d~ = 1"2 × A, and 
Ai ~ fi × ~" for i = 1,..., n. Define 
I(>xy ; n; A, ,..., An) = i /*xy(A~) log[tzxy(Ai)/tXx @/xy(Ai)], 
i=1 
(1) 
where/~x @/*r is the unique product measure defined by/Xxr; e.g., tzx(A) = 
I~xr(A × A). Then 
I(txxr) ~ sup I(t~xg; n; AI  ,..., An), (2) 
where the supremum is taken over all positive integers n and all measurable 
partitions A 1 ,..., Am. It is obvious that if/*xg is not absolutely continuous with 
respect to I*x @ lXr (tZxr ~/*x  @/xr), then I(/*xr) = oo. In general, 
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I(tzxr) • [0, oo]. I f  tZxr is absolutely continuous with respect o/~x @/Xr, then 
one obtains 
= log [ y)] d  y(x, y). (3) 
It  is possible to have I(/Zxr ) = o% even when i~xv ~/x  x @/x r . However, 
this cannot occur when/~xr is Gaussian; in this case one has I(Izxr) < oo if and 
only if ~xr and /Xx @/x r are mutually absolutely continuous (or equivalent, 
denoted by/Zxr ~/z  x @/~r). 
Suppose now that/x r is defined by ~r(C) =/~x @ ~N{(X, y): f (x ,  y) e C}, where 
f is/3 x ~/o~ measurable, /~N is a probability measure on (A, o~), and/~xr is 
defined by tZxr(D) -- tZx @ tXN{(X, y): (x, f (x ,  y)) • D}. Let the measure/z~ be, 
fixed, and consider the problem of choosing/z x and f to maximize I(fzxr ). This 
problem is usually approached, for physical reasons, by first imposing a set of 
constraints, say Q, on/z x andf. The channel capacity, subject o the constraint Q, 
is then defined to be sup I(tzxr), where the supremum is taken over all/z x and f 
that satisfy Q. 
For more discussion of the above concepts, and much interesting related 
material, we refer to Dobrushin (1959), Gel'fand and Yaglom (1957), 
Kolmogorov (1956), and Pinsker (1960). 
From the above definitions, it is rather clear that the mathematical study 
of average mutual information is closely related to the study of absolute continuity 
of tZxr with respect to /z x @/*r .  It may not be so apparent hat obtaining 
conditions for ~ZXy < ~L X @ ~y enables one to obtain a number of interesting 
results for actually computing mutual information and channel capacity. In the 
remainder of this section, we summarize several known results concerning 
absolute continuity of/~xY with respect o/z x @/z r , and obtain two very useful 
expressions for the average mutual information I(/~xr). We use/L 1 ~-~/*2 to denote 
mutual absolute continuity of ix1 and/x 2 . 
LEMMA 1 (Baker, 1976). Suppose that tXr on (A, ~-) is defined by/xr[B ] - -  
iZx @ iXu{(X, y): f (x ,  y) ~ B}, where f is fl × ~/o~ measurable, b~x is a probability 
measure on (g?, fi), and iZN is a probability measure on (A, ~) .  Define t~xr by 
iXxr[C] = tZx @ tXu{(X, y): (X, f (x ,  y)) e C}. Then i~xr ~ i~x @ iXr if  lxN o f gl ~.~ ix ~ 
a.e. dlxx(X), where ]£N ° f ~l[ B] = IxN{Y: f (  x, Y) • B}. Moreover, ~r ~ [£N , SO that 
Lemma 1 allows one to obtain a very useful expression for the mutual informa- 
tion, given in Proposition 1 below. For ease of notation, we denote the measure 
tx n of~l, defined in Lemma 1, by/xyl~. Let B[R 1] denote the Borel ~-field in R 1. 
PROPOSlTIOI~ 1 (Baker, in press). Suppose tZr and tZxr are defined as in Lemma 1, 
andlxrl~ ~.~ ~N a.e. dlxx(X). Let ~ be the completion of~3 with respect o i~x and~3 × 
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(a) 
(b) 
Then 
the completion of fi × ~ with respect to tLx @ t~i , with fix and t~x @ tXN the 
extended measures. Suppose that 
the map g: (x, y) --+ [dt~rlx/d~r](y ) is fi × o~'/B [R ~] measurable, and 
~A [log(dtxr/dl~g)J(Y) d/xr(Y) < oo. 
I(tzxY) = f.~ fA [l°g(d~rj~/d/@)(Y)] dtzYJ~(Y) d(zx(x) 
-- f A [l°g(dtzr/dlzN)(Y)] dlzy(y). 
Before proceeding further, we adopt a mathematical framework that will be 
used throughout the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted. We will 
henceforth consider real separable Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 . Hi has inner 
product (-, ")i and associated norm Ii "l!i. B[Hi] will denote the Borel ~-field 
of H,z • b~x will be a probability measure on B[H1], /*N a Gaussian probability 
measure on B[H2] , and/*r will be a probability measure on B[H2] defined by 
tZY[ C] = /*x @/xee{(x, y): Ax @ y ~ C}, where A: H 1 --* H 2 is a B[HI]/B[H,.] 
measurable mapping. /*xY is a probability measure on B[H1] × B[H2] defined 
by/ ,xr[C]  = /*x @/*N{(X, y): (X, Ax  + y) e C}. Although we have defined/Xxy 
on B[[-I~] × B[H2], we note that B[H~] × B[H2] is the same ~-field as the Borel 
e-field B[H 1 × H2] , taking H 1 × H 2 as the product Hilbert space with inner 
inner product [(u, v), (x, y)] = <u, x)l q- @, Y)2. The fact that B[H 1 × H2] = 
B[H1] × B[H2] follows because H 1 and H 2 are separable. 
We will study the average mutual information of the measure tZxr, and 
analyze the channel capacity problem. As discussed in Baker (1976), the methods 
and results also apply to the case where H 1 and H 2 are separable Banach spaces, 
and at the conclusion of this paper we will mention our results in this framework. 
For tXx, tXY, I*~, A, and IXxr as defined above, the following two lemmas are 
proved as in Baker (1976). First, we recall that since /x N is Gaussian, it has a 
covariance operator R~z and a mean vector m;¢, where 
<m,~, u>~ = I.. <Y' u>~ &N(y), 
=/~2" 
and <RNU, v)2 = fH~ (Y  --  raN, U)2(y -- raN, V)2 d/ZN(y). RN is linear, self- 
adjoint, nonnegative, and trace class. When [I mg[]~ = 0, support (/,~¢)= 
range (RN). For a covariance operator R in a Hilbert space H we will frequently 
use the polar representation; that is, if R has nonzero eigenvalues {yi, i >~ 1} 
(each counted according to its multiplicity) with corresponding orthonormal 
eigenvectors {u~, n ~> 1}, we write R as ~ y~u~ @ u~. This means that 
Rx = ~ 7n(U~, x)u~, in the sense of norm-convergence. Conversely, any such 
operator is a covariance operator if ~ y~ < 0o and 7.  ~> 0, all n. Finally, by 
the measure/x x o A -1 we mean, as usual, the measure induced from tzx by A; 
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/*x ° A-x[ C] = t~x{ x: Axc  C}. We retain this notation throughout in order to 
emphasize that this measure depends on t~x and on A. 
LEMMA 2. (a) I f  tz x o M -1 [range R1/~] ~-- 1, then i~xr ~-~ t~x @ I@ . 
(b) I f  i~x o A -a has covariance operator R and mean vector m, then 
t~xr ~'~ tZx @ tzr if m E range (R1/2) and R = R1/ZTRa/Z for a trace-class operator .11. 
(These conditions imply i~x o A -1 [range R1/2] ---- 1 .) 
LEMMA 3. I f  t~x is zero-mean Gaussian and A is linear, then each of the 
conditions in Lemma 2 is necessary in order that t~xr ~ t~x @ t~r . 
Remark. I f / /2  = L2[a, b], then Lemma 2(a) implies that/~xr ~/~x @/z~ if 
almost all paths of AX belong to the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of the 
covariance function of N. However, if AX is Gaussian it is not true that his 
condition is also necessary. 
The following result is well known in more restricted versions. We prove it for 
the specific mathematical structure being used here. By the support of a measure 
/~, defined on the Borel a-field of a Hilbert space H, we mean the smallest 
closed set in H having/,-measure of one. 
LEMMA 4. Let i~xr be any probability measure on B[H l × 112]. Let H a and He 
be real separable Hilbert spaces. Suppose that f :  H 1 × H2 ~ H3 × H4 is of the 
form f(x,  y) = gl(x) g2(Y), gl B[H1]/B[It~] measurable and g2 B[H2]/B[H4] 
measurable. Then I(iZxy ) ~ I(ixxr of- l ) ,  and equality holds if f is a one-to-one 
map of H o into H~ × 1t4, where H o is the smallest closed linear manifoM in 
H1 × H2 which contains upport ~xr . 
Proof. The assumption that f (x ,  y) = gl(x) g2(Y) implies that/~x @/~r o f -1  
is the product measure for tXxr of-1. Let D 1 ,..., D~, be a measurable partition 
for H 3 ×/ /4 ;  then f-l(D1),... ,f-a(D~) is a measurable partition of H 1 × //2,  
and 
i~xr o f - l (O i )  log 
of- l (Oi)  /*xr 
i=1 (t ~x @ I ~r) ° f - l (Di )  
-- ~ i~xr[f-l(D,)] log 
~xr[f-l(D~)] 
- -  ~=1 (~x ® ~r) [ f - i (D3]  " 
Taking suprema over all n and all measurable partitions of//3 ×/ /4 ,  one obtains 
i(tzxr o f - l )  ~ I(l~xr), the inequality because it is not necessarily true that every 
Borel-measurable s t in//1 ×/ /2  is of the formf- l (D)  for some D ~ B[H a X HAl. 
I f  f is one-to-one on H 0 , then by a theorem of Kuratowski (Parthasarathy, 
1967, p. 21), f[Ci] ~ B[Hs × H4] if Ci ~ B[Ho]. Hence, in this case every 
measurable set in H o is of the form f - l (Di )  for some D i ~ B[H 8 × HA], and 
i~xr(A) = 0 if A c~ H o ---- ~ ; from the preceding, ](tZxr o f-~) = I(t~xr). 
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COROLLARY. Suppose f (x ,  y) ~- (x -}- u, y @ v), where (u, v) is fixed in 
H i × H~. Then I(izxY ) = I(l~xr of-~), since f is one-to-one. Hence, if l~xr has a 
mean element (u, v), then in computing I(ktxr ) we can assume that u and v are both 
of zero norm; that is, we can translate the given l~xv by the negative of its mean 
vector and then compute I. 
Remark. Tile above results obviously are not limited to separable Hilbert 
spaces. In fact, from the proof and the statement of the I(uratowski theorem, 
the results hold so long as H i ,  H.,, Ha, and H~ are complete separable metric 
spaces. 
We now state the fundamental result on I(~xr) when/Zxr is Gaussian. This 
result is known for more restricted situations, such as when H i = H 2 (see, .g., 
Baker, 1970). However, previous derivations have been obtained by first com- 
puting the mutual information forI(l~xr o p~l), where {P~, n ~> 1} are projection 
operators onto an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces, and then 
passing to the limit. Here we work directly from known results on equivalence 
and the Radon-Nikodym derivative for two Gaussian measures. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that i~zw is a Gaussian joint measure on B[H1 × t12]. 
Let Rzw be the cross-covariance operator of t*zw , and let V be the unique operator 
satisfying Rz• ~1/2 T~1/2 = z  " '~¢ • Then (a) tZzw ~-~lZz @tzw i fandonly if j] VII < 1 
and V is Hilbert-Sehmidt; (b) i f  l~zw ¢'~ IXz @ Izw , then I(txzw ) < oo and 
I(t~zw) = --½- ~ log(1 -- 7n) 
when {Tn , n >~ 1} are the eigenvalues of V*V. 
Remark. By the unique operator V: H2 "-+ 111 satisfying Rzw ~- R~/2VR~ 2,
we specificaIly mean the unique operator that satisfies this decomposition, has 
]1 V]l ~ 1, and satisfies PzVP~ = V, where Pz (resp., Pj~) is the projection 
onto range (Rz) (resp., range (Rw)). We also note that when/Xzv I ~-~/z z @/z~ 
we can assume in computing I(izzw) that support (/Zzw) ~ H 1 × H2; for, if 
this is not the case, we could limit attention to the Hilbert space support 
(/~z) × support (~w), which must be the same as support (/Zz~). The assumption 
that H 1 × H 2 = support (iZzw) implies that the covariance operators for/Xzv¢ 
and/x z @/x¢¢ have inverses. Finally, by Lemma 4 we can assume that/Xzw has 
zero mean. 
Pro@ The existence and properties of the cross-covariance operator Rzv ¢ are 
given by Baker (1973a), who proved the following facts. /~zn, has covariance 
operator (in H 1 × H~, with inner product [(x, y), (u, v)] : (x, u)l + (y, v)2) 
~zw; /Zz @/Xm has covariance operator ~z®w,  defined by 5~z®m(u , v) 
(RzU, Rc/v). Let ~" be the operator in Hi × H~ defined by $/~(u, v) = (Vv, V'u).  
Then ~z~" = ~zl/~v( J + :¢~)~/~.~, where .K is the identity operator in 
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H 1 × H~. Finally,/*zw ~'~/Zz @/*w if and only if [[ V [[ < 1 and V is Hilbert- 
Schmidt. 
To prove (b), we first note that 
where 
dtzzw (x, y)] dlzzw(X , y) I(tzzw) = fHI×H~ [log dl~z @ IXw 
K 
8 '  g/c(x, y) = ½ ~,, {%2(x, y) 8e'(Sk' -1- 1) -1 - -  log(1 -1- e)}, 
e=l  
y) F. [qk', e;]E(x, y), 1 l~ z® wet ] ,  
J 
{qe', k >/ 1} are orthonormal eigenvectors of ~ corresponding to the eigenvalues 
{Be' , k /> 1}, and {ej, j  >/ 1} are orthonormal eigenvectors of ~z®w (Rao and 
Varadarajan, 1963, p. 318). The series expression for ~e and the sequence (g/c) 
each converge a.e. dlzzw. From Baker (1973a, Theorem 3), 8 k is an eigenvalue 
of multiplicity N for ~" if and only if --Be is an eigenvalue of multiplicity N for 
"#~; moreover, this is equivalent to 8k 2 being an eigenvalue of multiplicity N for 
V* V. Since V is Hilbert-Schmidt, ~k 8e 2 < oo. 
Now we define {$e, k /> 1} to be the positive eigenvalues of $/'; {--Be, k >/1} 
are then the negative eigenvalues. Let {qe, k /> 1} be the eigenvectors of q/" 
corresponding to the positive eigenvalues {Sk, k >/ 1} and let {q-k, k >/ 1} be 
the eigenvectors corresponding to {--Be, k >/ 1}. Then 
K 
g/c(x, y) = ½ ~ {ak2(x, y) --  bk2(x, y) -- log(1 + Be) -- log(1 -- 8k)}, 
e=l  
where 
ak(x, y) (Sk/(1 + Be)) 1/2 ~ [qk, ej][(x, y), n-1/~ ~-  1~ z® Wej ] ,  
J 
be(x, y) (Sk/(1 8k)) 1/2 ~ [q-k, e~][(x, y), ,~-112 1 = __ ~Xz® wed. 
J 
Since ~e 8k 2 < 0% one has that Y]~=l{lOg(1 -}- 8k) q- log(1 -- 8k) } = 
K 2 number, and so ~'.k=l (ak - -  be ) must ~k=l {log(1 -- 8e )} converges to a finite /c ~ 2 
converge a.e. dt~zw. Thus, to complete the proof it is sufficient to show that 
K 
fH lim ~ (ae 2 -- be 2) dlxzw = O. 
IxH2 K-re0 e=l 
Both a k and b k , h /> 1, are zero-mean Gaussian random variables with 
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respect o b~zn,. Using the decomposition --.@zue = -~*z/~w( ~ -}- Y/')~*z/~w, both 
a~ and be are seen to have variance 8~ (w.r.t./*zw). Since {q~, k >/1; q_~ , j />  1} 
is a set of orthonormal eigenvectors for Y/', {a~, k >/- 1; b~-, j ~> 1} is a set of 
independent random variables with respect o/*z~r • 
K 2 We now show that Y'.~=~(ae -- ba ~) converges in L~(l~zg,). 
f~ (~ - b~ -~ ~. ,  = (~ - b~)(~? - -  b?) a~ 
1xH2 k 1 /c, = +1 1xH2 
M 
7c=K+1 x×Ha 
4 M (because of independence and the fact that Eak 2 : Ebe 2) = ~k=r~+~ 3e 2- 
K 2 Hence ~k=l (ak -- b~ 2) converges in L2(IXzw ) to a random variable fi, and so 
K ~=~ (ae z -- b~ z) converges weakly to fi in Lz(tXz,.). Thus, 
K K 
fH lim ~ (ak2--b~2) dlxzw=l~rn fH ~ (ae2--b~)dlxzw=O" 
1XH2/(->~ /~=i 1XH2 /~=I 
As noted above, this shows that 
I(t~xw) = --½ ~ log(1 -- 8k 2) = --½ ~ log(1 --  ~k), 
k k 
where {yk, k >/ 1} is the set of eigenvalues for V* V (each counted according to 
its multiplicity), completing the proof. 
In applications, the measures/*x,/XN, and tZxy arise in a perfectly natural 
manner. That is, one has measurable stochastic processes (X~), s ~ S, and (Nt), 
t ~ T, defined on a common probability space (t'2,/?, P), with (X~) and (Nt) 
mutually independent processes. Almost all paths of (Xs) belong to a real 
separable Banach space ~1,  while almost all paths of (N t) belong to a real 
separable Banach space ~2.  Typical examples for the spaces :~1 and ~2 incIude 
L~[0, T], p >/ 1 ; l~, p ~> 1 ; and C~[0, T], n >~ 0. Under very weak assumptions 
(Baker, 1976), the path map X: co -~ X(co) of D into ~1 induces a probability 
measure /x x on B I l l ]  (the Borel a-field of ~1) in the usual way: ~x[C] = 
P{co: X(~o) ~ C}. Similarly, the path map of (N~) induces a probability measure on 
B[~z]. Moreover, if the process is Gaussian, its induced measure is Gaussian. 
Given the processes (Xs) and (Nt), one obtains a process ([XX]t @ Nt), where 
A is a measurable operation on the path space ~1 of (X~) with range space 
contained in the path space ~2 of (N~); this new process, (Y~), induces via its 
path map a probability measure on the Borel e-field B[~2]. Finally, the joint 
measure I~xr is induced on B[~ 1 × ~]  by the path map of the pair of processes 
(X~, Yt). In typical applications, the spaces ~ and N2 are real separable Hilbert 
643[371x-6 
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spaces, because of the constraint that the sample functions have finite energy. 
Thus, in the continuous parameter case, the sample paths will usually belong to 
L2[a , b]; in the discrete parameter case, the paths will usually belong to l~. The 
interest in considering processes whose sample paths belong to a Banach space is 
thus either for mathematical interest (e.g., when the space is L~[a, b] or l~, 
1 ~< p < 2) or when the Banach space is contained in a Hilbert space, as 
frequently occurs in practical situations (e.g., the sample space could be 
L~[a, b] or l~, 2 < p; or C~[a, b], n /> 0). The mathematical framework to be used 
in this paper is sufficiently general to include all these possibilities. This mathe- 
matical structure is thus a very natural framework in which to consider problems 
involving mutual information. As will be seen, it also enables one to obtain a 
complete solution to the channel capacity problem. 
CAPACITY OF THE INDEPENDENT GAUSSIAN CHANNEL WITHOUT FEEDBACK 
In this section, we determine the channel capacity sup I(/Lxr), subject to a 
constraint. / /1,  H2, A, /Zx,/ZN,/Zr, and iZxr are defined as in the previous 
section. The Gaussian measure/z N has covariance operator RN; from Lemma 4 
we can assume the mean vector of/~n has zero norm. We shall use {An, n >/ 1} 
to denote the nonzero eigenvalues of R n , with {e~, n /> 1} associated ortho- 
normal eigenvectors. R N need not be strictly positive. 
We shall assume that fH 1 X] ./tX ][9 d~x(X) < 0% which implies that/~x o d-1 
has a covariance operator R and mean vector m. We can and will assume that 
tl m I]2 = 0.  
The constraints we shall eventually employ are (a)/~x ° A-Z[rang e (R~2)] ~ 1 
and (b) fH 17~n Agl<Ax, e~)~ dt~x(X ) <~ Po < oo. From Lemma 3, if (a) is not 
satisfied, then l(l~xv) ~ oo by taking/~x Gaussian and A linear. We show below 
that (b) is also necessary in order that the capacity be finite. In practice, one may 
wish to place an average nergy constraint on/*x- In this case, constraint (b) can 
be replaced with separate constraints on/~x and A: (b') .[HI I] X ][~ dl~x(X) ~ S, and 
(c) Y~. A~(Au, e.)~ ~ K ][ u []~ for all u / /1 ,  where S and K are fixed constants. 
We show that the capacity under constraints (a), (b'), and (c) is the same as that 
under (a) and (b), provided/Do = SIC. 
We begin by using Proposition 1 to obtain a useful expression for I(/zxr ). 
LEMMA 5 (Baker, in press). Suppose that i~x o A-lhas covariance operator 
R, with R = R~2TR~ for T trace-class. Then 
f~ [ a~,~ (y)] a~(y). I(tzxy) = ½ ~ h-~l<Ren , e~)2 - -  log l d/z~v 
n 2 
Proof. For izrl~ ~-~ I~n , (dlzrl~/dlZN)(y) ~ limn-,~o gn(x, y), where 
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m Ig~(x, y) = exp{~-~i= 1 ~i (Ax, ei)~(y, ei)e _12 z-~:=l xp~ -i~-1 (Ax,  ei)22}, and con- 
vergence is a.e. dlzn(Y) (Rao and Varadarajan, 1963, Theorem 6.1). Let g~.~ :
y-+g~(x ,y ) ,  and define the ~-field ~.~ by o~'~ = a{(o, el} 2 ,..., ~o, en)2}. 
{[-- loggx.~],~-~,n ~ 1} is a uniformly-integrable super martingale with 
respect o/*rl~ • If  g(x, y) ~ lim,~ g~(x, y), then g is B[H1] × B[H2] measurable 
when iXvl~ ~-~ t*~r a.e. dtzx(X). Prop. 1 then yields the result (for details, see 
Baker, in press). 
Part (a) of the following result is an extension of results due to Huang and 
Johnson (1962) and Ihara (1974). Huang and Johnson's result is for H 1 = H 2 
and A the identity, and assumes the existence of a complete set {u~, n ~> t} such 
that RNU~ = 7~Rxu~, n ~> 1, with ~ 7,, < oo. Such a "complete simultaneous 
reduction" frequently does not exist (Baker, 1969). Ihara's result requires that A 
be linear and (in the present framework) introduces the assumption that for 
almost all x (dtzx), {(Ax, u),,, u in//2} is contained in the linear span of {(', v ) l ,  
+ H,} in L2[H 1 , B[H1] ,/xz]. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose tZx o A -1 has fixed covariance operator R and that dimension 
(HI) >~ dimension [range (R)]. Then (a) I(t~xr) is maximized when t~x o A -1 is 
Gaussian, and (b) iXx and A can be selected so that IZx is zero-mean Gaussian, A is 
continuous and linear, and the corresponding joint Gaussian measure achieves 
sup I(tzxr ). 
I71/2 TI~Uz Pro@ I f  R =7 ~ *'N **'N for T trace class, then I(ixxr ) = oo with/x x o A -1 
Gaussian (Lemma 3). Suppose then that R = *'NPl/2TPl/2* *w , T trace-class. These 
conditions imply that/*x ° A-1 (range R}~ ~) = 1 (Baker, 1973b); from Lemma 5 
one sees that to show I(b~xy) is maximized when /*x ° A-1 is Gaussian, it is 
sufficient to show that fH 2 [log(dtzy/dtZN)(y)] db~y(y ) is minimized when /z r is 
Gaussian. 
Let q~: H2-+R ~ (n-dimensional Euclidean space) be defined by q~(x) = 
((x, el) 2 ,..., (x, e~)2). Note that the support of/x r is range (R~ 2) = span{e~, 
n ~> 1}, because /,y ~-~/*N, and /*N is Gaussian (It6, 1970). Let /,r " and /,N n 
denote the measures induced on B[He ~] by the projection map of H e onto Hz ~, 
where He n = span{e 1 ..... en}. Then 
r, dey  (y)] deyo(,), = l im ~ [mg ~ 
where Pr n and PN n are the distributions on B[R ~] induced f rom/ , r  ~ and /a~N~ 
by q~. 
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Let P0 n be a Gaussian distribution on R n having zero mean vector and the 
same covariance matrix as Py% Pon ,'~ PN n, since Py n N pN ~ implies that the 
covariance matrix of Pr '~ is nonsingular. 
Thus, 
dPr n 
[ d/xr (y)] d/xr(y ) = lim lfR log [ ~  (y)] dPrn(y) log 
@ fR l °g  [[ dP°''dPN~ (Y)] dPr~(Y). I 
The first integral on the right is nonnegative, and zero if P r  n is Gaussian. The 
value of the second integral is independent of the distribution of Pr ~ (depending 
only on its covariance, since Pon and PN ~ are Gaussian). 
We have thus shown that I(ixxv) is maximized when /x x o d -1 is Gaussian. 
We are assumming dimension (H~) >/ dimension [range (R)]. Let /x x be any 
zero-mean Gaussian measure on H 1 whose support is of dimension equal to the 
dimension of range (R). Suppose that ~x has covariance operator R x = 
~ ~nU~ @ U~, where {u~, n >/ 1} are orthonormal and {an, n >/ 1} are all 
strictly positive. Suppose that R = 5-'~ y~v~ @ Vn, where {%, n >/ 1} are 
orthonormal and {Yn, n >/ 1} are all strictly positive. Define the operator A by 
_dun 1/2 -1/2 = Yn an vn • /Xx o//-1 is zero-mean Gaussian, with covariance operator 
R = ARxA*, provided that we choose/x x so that {y~/2a~l/2, n >/ 1} is bounded, 
so that this choice of/~x and A achieves the maximum value of I(ixxv). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that iXx o A -1 has fixed covariance operator R, and 
that dimension (1tl) >~ dimension [range (R)]. Let C(t~u, R) denote the supremum 
of I(ixxr ) over all suck tXx o n -1. Then C(t~N , R) < oo if and only if R = R~ ~" TR~ 2 
for T linear and trace-class. When this condition is satisfied, and we take T such that 
range(T) C range(RN), then C(~x, R) <~ ½ Trace T. 
Proof. The condition on R is necessary for I(tzxr ) < oo when tZxr is 
Gaussian, from Lemma 3. The sufficiency of the condition follows by Lemma 6. 
To prove the upper bound for C(tzx, R) one first notes that the conditions on R 
imply/x o A -1 (range R~ 2) = 1. From Lemma 6(b), one can choose tZx' Gaussian 
and A linear, with/L x' o A -1 having covariance operator R and mean zero, such 
that I(t*'xr) = C(tZN, R), where/Xxr is the corresponding joint Gaussian measure. 
From Lemma 5, 
I(tffxY) = ½ E )t-nl<Ren e~)2 - fH [log d/~g' (y)] dtzr,(y )
n ~ 2 
-- ½ Trace T- -  fHz [mg d---~N " / r' (y)] d/~r'(y), 
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since we are defining T by range(T) C range(R). Hence, in order to show that 
C(f~N, R) <~ ½ Trace T = ½~ AXl(Re~, e~)e, it is sufficient to note that 
I-~ [log (&//&~')(y)] d~/(y) > O. 
We can now obtain the previously discussed results on channel capacity. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the support of ixn (=  range(RN)) is of dimension M 
or greater, dimension (Hx) >~ M, and that support (iXx o A -1) is contained in an 
M-dimensional subspace of H e . Let ~ be the set of all such iXx and A that also satisfy 
/~x o A -1 [range(R~e)] = 1 and ~n~ En A~(AX, en) ~ dt~x(X) ~ Po , where Po < o
is fixed. Then 
(1) supoI(txxr ) = (M/a)log(1 + Po/M). 
(2) The supremum is attained when iXx o A -1 is Gaussian, with zero mean, 
and covariance operator R = *'NR1/~Tpl/e**'~v , where T is any self-adjoint operator 
with M-dimensional range space, range(T) C range(R~e), and with a single 
nonzero eigenvalue of value Po/M (and multiplicity M). The maximizing lXx o A -1 
can be obtained with a Gaussian iZx and a continuous linear A. 
Pro@ The constraints imply that/x o A-* has a covariance operator and 
mean vector. In determining supoI(izxY ) we can restrict attention, from 
Lemma 6(b), to the case where >x is zero-mean Gaussian and A is continuous 
and linear. The constraints then imply (Lemmas 2 and 3) that the covariance 
operator R of/~x ° A-~ satisfies R = R~eTR~ 2, T trace-class and range(T 5 C 
range(RN). Moreover, iZx, being Gaussian, has a covariance operator, Rx,  and 
R = ARxA* , where A* :H  e--*H1, (Au, v)e = (u ,A*v) , .  The cross- 
covariance operator Rxr of f~xr is given by 
<RxrV, u)l = f e~×H~ 
fill×H2 
<y, v)e <x, u)~ &xr(X, y) 
<Ax + y, v)e <x, u)~ d~x ® V~(x, y) 
= (ARxu, v) 2 = (RxA*v, u)~, 
so that Rxr = RxA* on range(Rr). 
The constraints imply that f~xr ,~t~x @ tXr, by Lemma 2; since we are 
assuming iZxr Gaussian, this implies that I(tZxr) < c~, by Proposition 2. Let V 
be the operator defined in Proposition 2, Remark, satisfying Rxr = Rlx/~VR~/2. 
From Proposition 2, I(iZxr) = --½ Y'~ log(1 --  y~), where {7~, n ~> 1} are the 
eigenvalues of V*V. We have R = ARxA* r~l/2,r~l/e T trace-class, 
range(T) C range(RN) , and Rxr = R1x/eVR 1/2. Hence R~2J/* = VRlr/~, so that 
ARxA* = R~/eV*VRar/2; these equalities hold on range(Rx) ~ range(Rr). 
Since Ry = ARxA* + R N I~/2Tp l /2  = ~'N ~*'N q-RN,  one has that R~r le -  
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R~2(I + T)I/2W *, where W is unitary. Thus, ARxA* = R~r/2V*VR~r/2= 
R[[2(I -t- T)~/2W*V*VW(I + T)*/2R~ 2, and ARxA* 1~/2T~/2 Hence 
(I + T)I/2W*V*VW(I + T)*/2 = T, or V*V = W(1 + T)-~/2T(I + T)-!/2W*; 
V*V thus has the same point spectrum as (I + T)-I/ZT(I + T)-*/2. 
The constraints imply that Trace T ~ P0 • Suppose that Trace T : / )1  ~ Po • 
Let r i , i = 1,..., K, be the nonzero eigenvalues of T (each counted according to 
its multiplicity). We must have K ~ M, because T is nonzero only on 
range(RN), and if K > M and dimension [range(RN) ] > M, R : ARxA* has 
range space of dimension greater than M. This cannot be, since the range space 
of R has the same dimension as the support of/z x o A -1, which cannot exceed M. 
We now have the following problem. We wish to choose K, P~, and % ,..., r K 
so that 
(a)Y.~ r i = Pt ~ Po, 
(b) --½ 2~=~ log[1 --  r~(1 + ri) -1] is maximized, subject to (a). 
In (b), we are using the fact that the eigenvalues of V*V are those of 
(I -{- T)-~/2T(I q- T)-~/2; the expression in (b) is thus I(/*xr). 
K 1 K We have that - -~1 log(1 --  rio 4- ri)- ) ~ Y~I log[1 -{- ri]. To maximize 
this sum, we write it in the form K£; ' (1 /K )  log((1 + r~)/(K-{-P~)) 
K log(K -}- P1). The second term is independent of the distribution of % ,..., r K . 
The first term is maximized if (1 4- r ~) /( K -[- Px) = 1/K, since {(1 -}- r ,) / ( K + P,), 
K i = 1,..., K} is a probability density when Y~I ri = P1 • This gives r i = P1/K, 
i = 1 .... , K. For fixed K <~ M, and Y, f r i  -~ P, ,  one thus has that 
I(t*xr) ~< ½K log K-* + ½K log(K + P,) 
or I(~xv ) <~ ½K log(1 + P1/K). This upper bound is easily seen to be maximized 
(for P1 ~< P0, K ~< M) when P1 ----- P0 and K = M. Hence, we have obtained 
SUpoI(txxr ) = ½M log(1 + Po/M). Moreover, the supremum is attained if 
R = ARxA*= R~2TR~/~, where T is any self-adjoint trace-class operator 
with M-dimensional range space, range(T)C range(R~/2), and with a single 
nonzero eigenvalue of value Po/M (and multiplicity M). This representation for 
R is achieved if, for example, R = (Po /M)~A~%:  @%, where {e~, 
k = 1,..., M} is any set of M orthonormal eigenfunctions of RN corre~onding to 
nonzero eigenvalues. This gives R = R~/2TR~ 2,where T = (Po/M) 7~1 ei~ @ ei~. 
Since dim(//,) >~ M, the maximizing Gaussian measure/x x o A - t  can be obtained 
by taking/~x to be a zero-mean Gaussian measure on B[H1] and then choosing A 
to be any continuous linear operator such that ARxA* -- R, R as above, R x the 
covariance operator of/Xx (see below for examples). This completes the proof. 
Remarks. (1) The assumption that support (/~n) has dimension of M or 
greater is not necessary in order to solve the capacity problem. However if 
support (~bN) has dimension K < M, then/x o d -*  [range (R~2)] -- 1 implies 
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that support/x x o A -1 must have dimension of K or less. Hence, if/z N has support 
with dimension of K,  and K < M, then under the same constraints (Q) one 
obtains supo I ( ixxr)  = (//7/2) log(1 + Po/K) ,  and the supremum is attained in 
the same way as before, except that T has range space of K dimensions, 
range(T) C range(RN) , and each nonzero eigenvector in range(T) corresponds to 
the eigenvalue Po/K .  
(2) Suppose that/x is any zero-mean Gaussian measure on H 1 having 
~-d imens ional  support, and let v 1 , v 2 ,..., v u be a set of orthonormal eigen- 
vectors for R x . To achieve capacity, one can define A by 
"p  IM ' l /2  ~l/~x-1/2 Ark  ~-- ( ol ) ie lc eie , h = 1,..., M ,  
where ~7: is the eigenvalue of R x corresponding to the eigenvector v~. I f  
dim(Hi) > J~/, let /z x be any zero mean Gaussian measure on B[H1], with 
support of dimension M 1 > M and covariance operator ~ o~iv i @ v~, where the 
{v i ,  i >/ 1} are an o.n. set and each c¢ i > 0 (and there must be exactly M1 such 
e~ i , each counted according to its multiplicity). Define A: H 1 -+ H 2 by dv~ -~ 
(Po /M)  ^ik':/3c~-:lS elk, k 1,..., M ,  and Av~ = O, h > M.  This choice of/~x and 
A gives R = ARxA*  = (Po /M)2~ 1i k ei~ @ ei~, so capacity is achieved. 
(3) Suppose that A: H 1 ~ H 2 is a given bounded linear operator with 
range (A) containing an M-dimensional subspace of range(RN). Capacity can 
be attained by choosing/z x as follows. First, let u 1 ,..., u M be M linearly inde- 
pendent elements that belong to range(A)~ range(RN) , with u~ = R~2q~,  
i = 1,..., 3//, and ql ,.--, qM an orthonormal set. ( I fu  1 .... , u M are initially given so 
that ql ,..., q i  satisfying R~2qi  = ui i = 1 .... , M ,  are not orthonormaI, the 
Gram-Schmidt  procedure can be applied to {ql ,  i = 1,..., M} to obtain an 
orthonormal set {qi', i = 1,..., M}.  The elements R~Zqi  ', i = 1 .... , M ,  will then 
span the same subspace as u 1 ,..., UM .) Now let v 1 ..... v i be any M elements 
of H 1 such that Av i  = u i ,  i = 1,..., M .  Define/x to be the zero-mean Gaussian 
measure on the linear span of {v 1 .... , VM} having covariance operator R x = 
(Po /M)  2 M vi @ vi . This gives 
M M 
R = ARxA*  = (Po /M)  ~ u i @ ui R1/~tp  IM~ X ~ ~ ,~1/~ = N t o/ ] / ,q i t~q i l~ l¢  , 
1 1 
so that capacity is achieved. 
(4) I f  R N is strictly positive, then the constraint that 
/~x o A-a[range(R~/~")] = 1 
is implied by the constraint that fH~ 2n  A~{ Ax ,  e~)~ dtxx(X) <~ Po . 
(5) /x x and A can be chosen to achieve capacity and so that A is an isometry. 
For example, let {ei~ , k = 1,..., M} be M orthonormai eigenvectors of R N 
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corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues {Ai~, k = 1,..., M}. Let v 1 .... , v M be any 
M orthonormal elements o f / /1 .  Let/~x be the zero-mean Gaussian measure in 
H 1 having covariance operator (Po/M)2 M Ai~vk @ v, .  Define A: H 1 --~ Hz by 
Ave = ei~, h = 1,..., M. For {VM+ 1, VM+~ ,...} a c.o.n, set in the orthogonal 
complement to the span of {v 1 .... , VM}, define Avi = gi ,  i >~ M + 1, where 
{gm+l, gu+2 ,..-} is a c.o.n, set in the orthogonal complement to the span of 
{eq , . . . ,  eiM }. A is then an isometry, [I Ax 112 = ]l x []1 for all x in / /1,  and 
ARxA* -= (Po/M) zM A6o eik @ eil~" 
The next theorem removes the constraint on the dimension of support 
(/z x o A-l). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that H 1 and H e are infinite-dimensional, and that [£N has 
infinite-dimensional support. Let Q be the set of all (t~x , A) such that 
and 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
t~x o A-a[range(R~2)] = 1 
fH~ ~n )~;I(Ax' en)~ dlxx(X) ~ Po, where O < Po < co. 
Supo I(~xr) = Po/2, 
The supremum cannot be attained. 
Proof. We first constrain /~x ° A-1 to have M-dimensional support. From 
Theorem 1, we can then find a zero-mean Gaussian measure i~x M and a linear 
operator A M belonging to Q and such that I(tzxMr) = (21///2) log(1 + Po/M). Thus, 
we obtain limu_,~I(tzMr)~ Po/2, showing that supoI~xr) >~ Po/2. The 
fact that supoI(l~xr ) <~ Po/2 follows from Proposition 3 and the constraint 
fn 12~ A~I( Ax, e~)~ dl~x(X ) <~ Po . Hence supo I(izxr) -= Po/2. 
To see that the supremum cannot be attained, one notes first that if the 
supremum can be attained, it must be attained by some Gaussian measure/~x 
and a continuous linear function A, from Lemma 6. Suppose then that I(t*xr) = 
1)o/2, I~xr Gaussian. From Proposition 2, this implies that --½ ~n log(1 - -  ~'n) = 
Po/2, where {7~, n >~ 1} are the eigenvalues of V'V,  with the operator V 
(defined in the Remark after Proposition 2) satisfying Rxr = -'xl~l~vpll~" ~g . As 
shown in the proof of Theorem 1, the eigenvalues of V*V are the same as the 
eigenvalues of ( I  @ T)-I/2T(I + T)-~/~, where T is the trace-class operator 
satisfying R = ARxA* = -Ol/~TOl/~.~v ~''N , null space(T)Dnul l  space(RN). The 
existence of such an operator T follows from the assumption that/Xxr is Gaussian 
and Lemma 3. Let {*i, i >~ 1} be the eigenvalues of T. Then 
I(iXxr) -= --½ ~ log[1 - -  %(1 + ~-n)-z] 
~b 
= ½ Z log[1 + %]. 
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Also, the constraints imply that Trace T ~< P0 • Hence we have 
(b) Z~ log(1 + 7~) = Po, 
and these two equations can be simultaneously achieved if and only if Po = 0. 
Hence the capacity supo I(izxr ) cannot be attained. 
In Theorem 2, we have determined the channel capacity without constraints 
on the dimension of support (/x x o A-i). Although this capacity cannot be 
attained, we can find (using Theorem 1) a sequence of Gaussian measures iXx M 
and continuous linear operators A M, with support (/~tr) being M-dimensional, 
and such that l(iXfr) converges to the channel capacity. Several examples are 
given in the Remarks following Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that range(RN) and ttl are infinite-dimensional, and that 
Q1 is the set of all (txx , A) such that 
(a) f~  II x ]13 d~(x) ~< S, 
(b) range(A) C range(R~2), 
(c) E~ AXe( Av, e,)~ ~ K [r v [1~, all v in HI .  
Then supo~ I(/~xr) = SKI2; this supremum cannot be attained. 
Pro@ The constraints imply that/x o A-l[range(R~2)] = 1 and 
fH x &)(~I(Ax, en) ~ dlxx(X ) ~ SK. 
Theorem 2 thus implies that supo 1 I(/zxr ) ~< SKI2. To see that this is actually 
the supremum, let {vi, i ~ 1} be a c.o.n, set in H 1 , define iZx M as the zero-mean 
• . . M 
Gausslan measure with covanance operator (S/M)~1 vi@vi, and let A: vi 
K1/2 hl/~ei . Then/x x o A -~ has covariance operator R = (SKIM) ~ )tie i @ e~, 
constraints (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied, and the corresponding joint Gaussian 
measure p~xMr has/(/XxMr) = (3///2) log(1 + SK/M), so that limM_~:o I(b~r) = SKI2. 
Remark. The corollary gives the capacity under an average nergy constraint 
on the sample paths of/x x . I f  constraint (c) is omitted, it is easy to show that the 
capacity is infinite even if H 1 is required to be one-dimensional. For example, 
one can choose/z x and A so that/z x o A -1 is zero-mean Gaussian w,.'th covariance 
operator S el~ @ e k and such that constraint (a) is satisfied. The corresponding 
joint Gaussian measure /~r  has I(ixkxy) = ½ log(1 + Sh~l). By choosing k 
sufficiently large, I(/x~xr) can be made arbitrarily large• 
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EXTENSION TO BANACH SPACES 
Theorems 1 and 2 each hold if one assumes only that H 1 and H 2 are separable 
Banach spaces. To proceed in this more general framework, one notes first that 
if H i is a separable Banach space (not Hilbert), it can be densely imbedded in a 
real separable Hilbert space a~i n such away (see Baker, 1976) that the imbedding 
map f :  H 1 × H 2 -+ 3~ 1 × 3~ 2 is one-to-one and measurable. Using Lemma 4, 
one concludes that if /Zxr is a probability measure on B[H 1 × Ha] , then 
I(tzxr ) = I(tzxr o f - l ) .  The assumptions that must be made for Theorem 2 to 
hold in this more general case are stated in Theorem 2' of Baker (1976), and from 
this it is clear that Theorem 1 holds with the same assumptions plus the assump- 
tions on the dimension of support/z x o A -I, support/*N, and H 1 . We note here 
that Theorem 2' of Baker (1976) is stated for linear maps A; using Theorem 2 
above, the same result is seen to hold even if A is nonlinear. 
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